From a cyber security perspective, the most predictable aspect of this devastating outbreak has been the way that cyber criminals are gleefully exploiting it for personal gain. Levels of spam and phishing attacks have increased dramatically, with many of the campaigns using coronavirus-linked themes. Many phishing emails purport to come from official bodies -- for example, one claims that the emails are notification of fines for breaking lock-down regulations -- and you can understand why someone, already in a heightened state of anxiety, might respond to that.

True, two ransomware groups announced that they would refrain from attacking healthcare organisations for the duration of the pandemic -- as if crippling health facilities at any other time is a perfectly acceptable practice. One of the groups said it doesn\'t attack healthcare organisations anyway, but still wanted credit for not doing so now.

Cloudflare said it has seen a 37% increase in hacking and phishing activity in March, compared to the previous month. Barracuda Networks puts the number much higher -- a 600% increase in phishing, business email compromise, extortion and other impersonation attacks. And Interpol said it has already seized \$14m worth of pandemic-related fake goods, such as pharmaceuticals and masks.

One expects criminals to behave like, well, criminals. But other changes are starting to raise red flags even where they are well-meant.

Technology is playing a crucial role in mitigating the pandemic, and not only in the medical realm. One of the keys to dealing with such an outbreak is understanding how it spreads, and also whether measures to fight it -- such as self-isolating, social distancing and contact tracing -- are being properly implemented and are effective.

This has inevitably led to the idea of tracking people via their mobile devices. For example, Google is already providing geolocation data of Android users to help authorities determine where people might be congregating, and the UK Government has approached mobile operators for similar data.

This data is anonymised and aggregated (although, in the UK, it might still fall foul of the Human Rights Act). There are plans by the NHS to release an app that alerts mobile users if they come too close to others who have tested positive for Covid-19, although that would involve requiring the infected person to install a corresponding app -- the modern equivalent of a leper\'s bell. All around the world, governments are exploring similar tracking apps. Western Australia is looking at home surveillance devices to monitor those required to self-isolate -- possibly something like an electronic ankle bracelet. In Singapore, people who have tested positive are obliged to enable geolocation services on their smartphones and click on a link sent to them via SMS to confirm their locations.

There are reports that the GSMA, the standard-setting body for the mobile phone industry, is exploring ways in which operators can track people globally.

Most solutions would be opt-in (although one assumes that would constrain their effectiveness), but in some nations one can easily imagine participation in such schemes becoming mandatory -- or at least being tied to the freedom to leave self-isolation.

It\'s hard to argue against solutions that might save lives, but we need to keep a careful eye on the rationale for implementing them and both their scope and duration.

When the pandemic ends, how quickly does this surveillance go away? Will it be invoked again with the next (perhaps less major) emergency? We have to ensure these temporary erosions of our civil liberties don\'t become normalised and permanent.
